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Context

Imagine a social network dedicated to beer lovers. Users have their own personal taste and they
want to evaluate the numerous new beers that are created every day. Of course, they cannot taste
all of them: they have joined the social network in order to collaborate with similar users and
to learn from their experience. They discuss with their friends in the network, and sometimes
by reading the forums they discover new people who share the same tastes. Hence, in order to
gather information about new beers, there is a clear trade-off between drinking new beers, talking
to friends, and reading the forums. Moreover, for privacy reasons, one may want that any user
profile and data (consisting in annotated lists of tasted beers) remains hidden from other users.

This internship is concerned with Machine Learning approaches to personalized, decentralized and
online learning problems, like the one illustrated by the above example. More formally, each node
in the social network represents a learning agent with its own data distribution. The goal of each
agent i is to learn a target function fi : Rd → R which assigns a label to a data point x ∈ Rd. At
each step, the agent receives a datum x drawn from its personalized distribution, and the value of
fi(x) is revealed after the agent’s prediction. Agents may also query other users in order to build
a collaboration network with similar users. The additional information supported by this network
graph can be leveraged so as to improve prediction accuracy and/or the speed of the learning
process.

Objectives

The goal of this internship is to study the class of prediction problems we can derive from the
setting described above. The tentative workplan is as follows:

1. Review of the relevant literature (see in particular the references listed below).
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2. Combine approaches for personalized and decentralized learning with online learning on
graphs to devise new algorithms.

3. Investigate some specific questions, such as: (i) What kind of loss better reflects the properties
of the considered setting? (ii) What if we assume the distributions of inputs x are the same
for all agents? (iii) What if users are constrained to maintain a list of at most k neighbors?
(iv) What if we set bounds on the amount and kind of information exchanged among agents?

Ideally, the expected results should be some learning algorithms along with a theoretical and/or
experimental analysis in terms of convergence and statistical accuracy under some appropriate
assumptions.

Skills

Basics in Machine Learning, algorithms and complexity, linear algebra and probability, program-
ming skills (e.g., Python, Matlab).
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